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immediately, therefore, we saw the potential for it to be used to bring the driver up to 80kg
minimum weight. and, because the use of flax for the seat also reduced its stiffness and made it
more compliant, it can help to absorb some of the shocks that can be transmitted through the

seat cushion, and thus reduce the pressure experienced by the driver. immediate advantages of
using natural fibre in seats have been demonstrated by the mercedes team. in the years

between 2014 and 2018, seats made of flax were raced in the world championship by nelson
piquet jr and sergio perez, both drivers with significant deficits in strength. and after being

converted to flax in a complete redesign, these two drivers both placed well in the 2018
championship. the technical regulations for next season require drivers to switch to the new

generation of wing and rear end bodywork as well, and with natural fibre technology there is a
major opportunity for pirelli to be able to offer a range of different seat materials to the teams. in
addition, it will be the first year for which it will be mandatory for pirelli to supply the teams with
a fixed base all-season gravel tyre. the sustainability of the flax fibre is another advantage and it
has been used for decades in other products such as military uniforms and parachute harnesses.
and as a solution that is entirely recyclable, flax can be useful in a world in which the quest for
raw material resources is paramount. there will be a greater demand for natural fibre fabrics
than ever before, according to foster, and the structural design of pirellis next season tyres is
likely to feature a greater range of them. and, he adds, if the technology continues to move

forward at the rate that it is now, the range of potential applications will only increase.
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second is the design of the in-
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ceiling speakers. almost all in-
ceiling speakers use dogleg

style mounting, in which
twisting four to six screws in the
front baffle swings some plastic

legs into place; these legs
clamp the speaker to the wall.

focal's system requires no
screwdriver. it secures the bezel
around the speaker baffle with
three spring clips. this is why

we put the driver in a new
internal frame, he says. the
driver is optimised for the

driver. and that is why we put it
in a weight-shedding frame. it is
also why it has a flax composite
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toe cap that allows it to be
optimised for higher-speed

stability. when we look at the
new driver, we are looking to
elevate the game. its about

developing more forgiveness,
says carlos. we have spent a lot
of time on the hitting zone. the
club face is slightly open, which
is a change from the previous
version, and we've increased
the moment of inertia, which
also means a lower centre of

gravity. that changes the
dynamic around the golf club as

well. you don't have to go as
deep, so you can hit the ball
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higher with this driver. finally,
the driver is tilted slightly

towards the toe. the front of the
driver also has an aft bulge that

creates a more engaging
impact. all of these small

changes to the design of the
driver come together to create

more forgiveness, which,
combined with the micro-

adjustable cg, should give the
new epic x the best combination
of forgiveness, launch and ball
speed that we've ever created.
our winner, the mazda 3, is still
one of the most-popular models

on the market, and for good
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reason. its fun driving
dynamics, great handling, and

excellent resale value make it a
great choice for drivers of all
skill levels. also, the mazda 3
can be equipped with one of

two optional transmissions, the
six-speed manual or the new six-

speed automatic that will help
you improve your fuel economy.
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